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Forward Looking Statement

CAUTION REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING INFORMATION

Certain statements in this presentation may contain forward-looking statements. These forward-looking 
statements are identified by the use of terms and phrases such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, 
“expect”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “predict”, “project”, “will”, “would”, and similar terms and phrases, including 
references to assumptions.  Such statements may involve but are not limited to comments with respect to 
strategies, expectations, planned operations or future actions. Forward-looking statements, by their nature, 
are based on assumptions and are subject to important risks and uncertainties.  Any forecasts or forward-
looking predictions or statements cannot be relied upon due to, amongst other things, changing external 
events and general uncertainties of the business. Such statements involve known and unknown risks, 
uncertainties and other factors that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements to differ 
materially from those expressed in the forward-looking statements. Results indicated in forward-looking 
statements may differ materially from actual results for a number of reasons, including without limitation, 
general industry, market and economic conditions, war, terrorist attacks, changes in demand due to the 
seasonal nature of the business, the ability to reduce operating costs and employee counts, employee 
relations, labour negotiations or disputes, restructuring, pension issues, energy prices, currency exchange 
and interest rates, changes in laws, adverse regulatory developments or proceedings, pending and future 
litigation and actions by third parties, as well as the factors identified throughout Jazz’s filings with securities 
regulators in Canada and in particular those identified in the Risk Factors section of Jazz Air Income Fund 
and Jazz Air LP’s MD&A dated February 6, 2008. The forward-looking statements contained herein represent 
Jazz’s expectations as of February 6, 2008, and are subject to change after such date.  However, Jazz 
disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements whether as a result of 
new information, future events or otherwise expect as required under applicable laws.

* Routes operated by Jazz are subject to change. Some routes discussed in this presentation may not be 
operated by Jazz at the time of the presentation.
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Agenda

• An attractive industry

• Jazz today

• Performance highlights

• Growth opportunities

• A different kind of airline
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Positioned in a Growth Sector
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Regionals Have Higher Margins
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Low Costs and Flexibility – Key Drivers

Mainline carriers Regional carriers

30% lower
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Agenda

• An attractive industry

• Jazz today

• Performance highlights 

• Growth opportunities

• A different kind of airline
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A Mutually Beneficial Partnership

Air Canada role Jazz role

• Plans the network
routes
ticket prices
marketing
distribution

• Leverages fleet flexibility 
provided within the CPA

• Customer service

• Operational performance

• Cost management

• Compelling trip cost 
economics
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The Capacity Purchase Agreement 
(CPA) with Air Canada Sets Us Apart

● Long term agreement to 2015 extendable for two 5-year periods

● Minimum daily utilization guarantee per aircraft type

● Minimum fleet of 133 aircraft

● Guarantee level of 95% of block hours per seasonal schedule

● No Most Favoured Nations clause

● Margin protected from cost volatility

● Ability to grow via contracts with other carriers, charter flying and MRO work

● Split out-performance on controllable operating margin 50/50 with Air Canada  –
provides incentive to both parties to control costs

Highlights
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Agenda

• An attractive industry

• Jazz today

• Performance highlights

• Breadth of growth opportunities

• A different kind of airline
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Jazz Today:
One of the World’s Largest Regional Carriers

• Destinations in N. America 85

• Fleet of aircraft 137

• Daily departures 840+

• Employees 4,900+

• Revenues $1.5B
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We Cover North America…

… from St. John’s to Los Angeles, Whitehorse to Houston
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Aircraft Fleet Ideally Suited to Route Network

● Only operator of regional jets in Canada
– ten times larger than the second-largest regional carrier in Canada

● Second largest fleet in Canada
– all Canadian –made regional jets (RJs) and Dash 8s

● Lower trip costs
– regional aircraft better suited for many Canadian routes
– ability to serve light and high-density markets with RJs and Dash 8s
– benefits of fleet commonality
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Important Role in Air Canada’s Strategy

1 Services routes with smaller aircraft
− that cannot support Air Canada’s 

larger aircraft

2 Provides efficient higher 
frequency service
− to mass markets

3 Point-to-point services on 
lower density routes
− bypass hubs

Thunder Bay

Ottawa
Montreal

Toronto

Vancouver

Sacramento

Example:

Example:
off peak 
service to

Example:
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Agenda

• An attractive industry

• Jazz today

• Performance highlights 

• Breadth of growth opportunities

• A different kind of airline
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Strong Results in 2007

Operating Revenue $1,381.2

($M)
Year End 
2006

$1,495.4

Operating income $   143.8 $   153.2

Net income $   140.0 $   150.7

Distributable cash $   136.5 $   151.3

Change

+8.3%

+6.5%

+7.6%

+10.8%

Year End 
2007
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2007: An Operational Success Story

● Carried over 9.7 million passengers.

● Baggage performance improved by 9.6%.

● Earned 78% of the maximum available 
performance incentives  - or $16.7 million.

● Controllable on-time performance and 
controllable flight completion continues to  exceed that of US counterparts.

● Improvements in maintenance reliability delivered top-level performance rating for 
controllable flight completion every quarter.

● Interior refurbishment program on the Dash 8 fleet continues.

● Investments in information technology and infrastructure, as well as system 
redundancies have made the foundation of our business robust.
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Agenda

• An attractive industry

• Jazz today

• Performance highlights

• Growth opportunities

• A different kind of airline
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Broad Range of Growth Opportunities

● Expand charter business 

● Increase CPA flying with 
Air Canada

– new routes
– additional aircraft

● Strategic partnerships with 
other carriers

● MRO services
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Jazz Delivers Value to Investors

● Cash distribution commitment of $1.006 per unit

● Current approximate yield of 13%

● Continue to deliver strong customer satisfaction, operational 
performance
– maximize incentive revenues

● Pursue opportunities to grow, diversify

● Business model provides stability and predictability
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